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ABSTRACT
We report experimental and theoretical evidence that GaGeTe is a basic Z2 topological semimetal with three types of charge carriers: bulk-
originated electrons and holes as well as surface state electrons. This electronic situation is qualitatively similar to the classic 3D topological
insulator Bi2Se3, but important differences account for an unprecedented transport scenario in GaGeTe. High-resolution angle-resolved
photoemission spectroscopy combined with advanced band structure calculations show a small indirect energy gap caused by a peculiar
band inversion at the T-point of the Brillouin zone in GaGeTe. An energy overlap of the valence and conduction bands brings both electron
and holelike carriers to the Fermi level, while the momentum gap between the corresponding dispersions remains finite. We argue that
peculiarities of the electronic spectrum of GaGeTe have a fundamental importance for the physics of topological matter and may boost the
material’s application potential.

© 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5124563., s

The variety of materials where topology of the electronic
structure plays a crucial role in transport properties is rapidly
growing.1–3 The envisioned applications of topological materials in
novel devices and quantum information technology will be strongly

influenced by the fine balance between their charge carriers of var-
ious types. In classical 3D topological insulators, such as Bi2Se3,
the transport properties are dictated by the nondegenerate massless
topological surface states as well as the electronlike carriers from the
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bulk conduction band.4 In 3D Dirac or Weyl semimetals, the Fermi
surface (FS) is formed by single points of band degeneration (type I)
or hole and electron pockets touching in discrete points (type II).3

A bulk material with a comparable number of both types of the bulk
charge carriers as well as the spin-momentum locked 2D topological
surface states has not yet been accounted for. Such a material would
need to have small (semimetallic) Fermi surfaces of both, electron-
and holelike character and an inverted, though indirect, bandgap.
Here, we put forward GaGeTe as the first example of such conceptu-
ally different electronic situation, which we call a basicZ2 topological
semimetal.

The layered compound GaGeTe was synthesized and struc-
turally characterized in 19775 and 1983.6 Its phonon structure,7

thermoelectric,8 and transport9 properties were consequently ana-
lyzed. However, the first theoretical study of its bulk electronic
structure has only appeared very recently10 and has sparked strong
interest in the surface electronic structure of this material.11 In
Ref. 10, structural and electronic resemblance between a structure
fragment of the layered GaGeTe bulk and a heavy analogue of
graphene, germanene,12 has been highlighted. 2D materials with
buckled honeycomb atomic arrangements, e.g., silicene, germanene,
and stanene, are promising candidates for the realization of new
devices. For instance, silicene demonstrates such advantages as
high carrier mobility and excellent mechanical flexibility while
maintaining compatibility with existing Si-based electronics. Most
recent studies establish theoretically11 and experimentally13 that

monolayers of GaGeTe, namely, six-atom-thick sheets [Fig. 1(a)]
held together by van der Waals bonds, can be exfoliated and
are suitable for fabrication of nanodevices including transistors
and photodetectors. Ultrathin films of GaGeTe exhibit transport
characteristics superior to many other transistors based on 2D-
materials, such as high hole mobility and good on/off current
ratios.

GaGeTe is not only promising for potential semiconductor
applications, but also intriguing from a fundamental perspective.
First-principles calculations performed by coauthors in Ref. 10 are
highlighting the possibility of a topological band inversion in its
electronic spectrum driven by spin-orbit coupling. The valence and
conduction bands invert at the T-point, opening up a narrow indi-
rect gap of the order of 30 meV. The bandgap size appears to be very
sensitive to the chosen computational parameters and earlier pub-
lished experimental studies of the physical properties of GaGeTe nei-
ther corroborate nor refute any specific theory result. For instance,
an optical study implies that GaGeTe is a semiconductor with the
bandgap of 1.12 eV.9 To shed more light on these ambivalent results
of theory and experiment, we have engaged in the present study
of high-quality GaGeTe single crystals by synchrotron-based angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) with variable pho-
ton energies. We clarify the details of the electronic structure of
GaGeTe and scrutinize its probable topological nature with the aid
of state-of-the-art calculations of its bulk and surface electronic
structures.

FIG. 1. (a) Unit cell of GaGeTe (side and top view) and one sixtuple layer, a building unit of the bulk layered structure. The germanenelike buckled Ge-bilayer is highlighted
in green. The van der Waals bonded areas are marked by arrows. (b) Main [100]∗ zone PED (left) and experimental [100]∗ zone HRTEM micrograph with simulation
(Δf = −50 nm, t = 4.04 nm) inset (right). A unit cell is outlined by white solid line. (c) Fermi surface overview map taken at 180 eV. A schematic size of the Brillouin zone
is shown with dashed lines. (d) Energy momentum cut taken at 100 eV. (e) Projection of bulk bands onto 2D BZ calculated within DFT. The only major difference to (e) is
highlighted by a red arrow.
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Single crystals of GaGeTe were obtained following the tech-
nique of Ref. 6. It was confirmed experimentally that GaGeTe
crystallizes in a trigonal unit cell (sp. gr. R3m) with an ABC-
stacking of sixtuple layers [Fig. 1(a)] using the Rietveld refinement
(supplementary material, Fig. 2). High-resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM) experiments on selected crystallites
reveal ordering along the stacking direction, and precession elec-
tron diffraction (PED) patterns accord with the crystal symmetry
and lattice parameters found by X-ray diffraction [Fig. 1(b)]. One
building unit of GaGeTe [Fig. 1(a)] can be regarded as a corrugated
Ge-bilayer (germanene) sandwiched between two [GaTe] sheets of
the zinc blende type. Bonding within the sixtuple layers is essentially
covalent, while the inter-layer interaction is of the van der Waals
type. Consequently, the natural cleavage plane of GaGeTe crystals
is always Te-terminated, which facilitates the interpretation of the
photoemission measurements. Photoemission samples have been
cleaved in ultrahigh vacuum, resulting in mirrorlike surfaces allow-
ing us to record, in particular, large Fermi surface (FS) maps. Full
experimental details on all methods are given in the supplementary
material.

One of such FS maps measured with 180 eV horizontally polar-
ized photons is shown in Fig. 1(c). The FS contour is very small,
having the radius of 0.35 Å−1, and it is however larger than that of
Bi2Se3.14 The size, shape, and intensity of this contour depend on the
momentum and thus imply three-dimensionality of the electronic
structure: effective kz probed by photons with particular energy is
always smaller for larger kx and ky. For example, the signal is nearly
absent for the contour at (0 Å−1, 3.5 Å−1) and its size is smaller for
the contour centered at (−1.8 Å−1, 0 Å−1). Thus, the electron escape
depth in this material is sufficient to distinguish between different
kz’s even using the same photon energy.

We compare the underlying dispersion, experimental and cal-
culated ones, in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), respectively. As a first step, it
is instructive to compare with the kz-integrated calculations to find
out about the kz-resolution mentioned above. Experimental data
are taken along the cut running parallel to the K − Γ − M direc-
tion of the 2D Brillouin zone (BZ). The projection of the 3D BZ
onto the 2D BZ is shown in Fig. 2(a). The overall agreement is
remarkable and not only qualitative, especially for the K − Γ direc-
tion: all the dispersion coincide, including the energy positions of
the dispersion maxima at zero momentum. The only exception is a
two-dimensional band (weak kz-dispersion) having a top at ∼0.8 eV
according to the calculations, while the experiment shows the maxi-
mum at ∼0.65 eV binding energy [see the red arrow in Fig. 1(e)]. One
can notice that the experiment has more spectral weight at particular
kz values, although an admixture from other kz’s is still visible. This
observation agrees well with the moderate kz-resolution concluded
from the Fermi surface map shown in Fig. 1(c). Within the consid-
ered energy range, we note a good agreement between experiment
and theory, independent of which exchange-correlation functional,
Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) or Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE),
is used to describe the occupied electronic structure of GaGeTe.10

We now address the kz dependence in more detail by com-
paring the calculated data at different kz positions with the data
collected using differing photon energies in Fig. 2. Panels (b)–(e)
show a calculated band structure using the PBE functional. The
band inversion manifests itself very clearly in the cuts running
through the T-point [Fig. 2(e)]. At other kz’s, one can still notice the

characteristic dip in the quickly dispersing holelike band. This trend
is confirmed by the experimental data shown in panels (g)–(j). These
data were measured using the photon energies from 91 eV (g) to
100 eV (j) in steps of 3 eV. The holelike dispersion is noticeably
changing when approaching the Fermi level, highlighted again in
panels [(k)–(n)] showing only the topmost 1 eV. In addition to this,
one can see that another feature is present at the Fermi level and its
intensity is growing together with the intensity of the holelike fea-
ture. There is no energy gap visible between them. At higher binding
energies, there are bands showing a large kz dependency as well, e.g.,
the bands seen in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) at −1 eV, −3 eV, and −6 eV
at the Γ point. The corresponding intensity redistribution in the
experimental data shown in panels (g)–(j) of Fig. 2 clearly tracks
these changes. As expected, the bands with weaker kz dispersion
are visible in all energy momentum cuts at approximately the same
energies.

Summarizing the experimental observations so far, we can
conclude that the energy gap is either very small or absent, thus
annulling the earlier beliefs that GaGeTe is a semiconductor with
a 1.1 eV gap. This, together with the peculiar shape of the dispersion
of the holelike band closest to EF, clearly speaks in favor of the band
inversion and, subsequently, the topological nature of GaGeTe. In
this case, topological surface states are expected.

To clarify whether the PBE-based result, and thus the topolog-
ical band inversion, holds in terms of the gap size, we have carried
out typical dosing experiments evaporating potassium on the sur-
face of the sample. The results of these measurements are shown in
Fig. 3. The dosing turned out to be effective, and a shift of the chem-
ical potential by nearly half an electron volt [Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)] was
achieved. As it was suggested by Figs. 1(d) and 1(e), the top of the
holelike band was very close to the Fermi level [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)].
According to density functional theory (DFT) calculations, in the
case of the HSE functional, the band structure is topologically triv-
ial with a rather large direct gap of 550 meV with the gap extrema
located exactly in the T-point of 3D BZ.10 Our dosing experiments
clearly exclude this scenario, as no gap could be observed at all.
However, the unlikely scenario of a situation very different from the
calculations, where the large gap is would still reside above the dosed
chemical potential will be excluded later on.

In accordance with the PBE-based calculations, we have not
observed a large energy gap suggested by other functionals includ-
ing HSE. On the other hand, we also have not observed a small
direct energy gap of 30 meV between the valence and conduction
bands and a sharp electronlike bottom of the conduction band itself,
as suggested by the PBE calculations. Instead, we detected a spec-
tral density at the Fermi level [Fig. 3(d)] with the finite momentum
width, which stayed nearly constant and increased only slightly up to
the highest dosing level. At higher coverage, the features became too
blurred to encourage further dosing. We found out that this inten-
sity could be enhanced using the light of different photon energies,
implying that there is indeed not a direct gap between the valence
and conduction bands, but an indirect one, ruling out the scenario
with a large gap. The electronic structure of GaGeTe is thus char-
acterized by a band inversion, present in an indirect and inverted
bandgap, and its nontrivial electronic structure.

We have further analyzed the topological phase in GaGeTe
by two methods. At first, the parities of the states at the time-
reversal invariant momentum (TRIM) points of the primitive
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FIG. 2. [(a) and (f)] Bulk Brillouin zone with kz constant lines (red), along which the electronic spectra were calculated. Above the 3D image in (a) the projected surface is
depicted. (b)–(e) calculation corresponding to the electronic band structure in the order of increasing kz. (g)–(j) Energy momentum cuts taken with 91 eV–100 eV in equidistant
steps. (k)–(n) zoomed-in version of panels (g)–(j) showing the evolution of the topmost band with increasing photon energy.

rhombohedral cell were considered. The results establish a nontrivial
character of the electronic structure, as characterized by the topo-
logical invariant Z2 = 1; (111), which originates from a bulk band
inversion at the T-point of the 3D Brillouin zone. The edge of the
valence zone is constituted by the even states, the s-orbitals of the Ge
atoms, whereas the conduction-band edge is composed of the odd
states, the Te p-orbitals. Away from the region of the band inversion,
the orbital composition of the gap edges is reversed. We also checked
the topological nature of GaGeTe by varying spin-orbit coupling
strength. The gap size decreases down to zero when the spin-orbit
coupling strength λ/λ0 is diminished to ∼0.65, where λ0 is the nat-
ural value of the SOC contribution. At smaller λ/λ0, the electronic

spectrum is trivial, the gap edges are not inverted, and Z2 is equal to
0; (000). Additionally, we also prove the nontrivial topology by the
Wilson loop (WL) method proposed in Refs. 15 and 16. It allows us
to trace the topology of a material graphically. The WL spectra at
kz = 0 and kz = π are shown in the supplementary material, Fig. 1.
It is evident that the spectra cross an arbitrary reference line an odd
number of times at kz = 0.5 and an even number of times at kz = 0.
This case corresponds to Z2 = 1; (001). Also at λ/λ0 < 0.65, both for
kz = 0 and kz = π, the WL bands cross the reference line an even num-
ber of times. This finding is also in agreement with the above given
analysis of the Z2 invariant conducted on the basis of the parity of
the wave-functions.
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FIG. 3. Results of the dosing of single crystals with potassium. (a) Before dosing,
(b) After dosing approximately half a monolayer. The center of one distinct band
is highlighted with a white line. [(c) and (d)] Zoomed-in pictures close to the Fermi
energy, with their respective locations shown with dashed boxes in the respective
panels above. The outline of the dispersion is highlighted by a dashed line, and
the momentum distribution curve of the Fermi energy is shown above the data.

In Fig. 4, we present the data taken using lower photon energies
of 19 eV, to zoom in the region of interest. As we noticed earlier, it
is difficult to assign the particular high-symmetry point along the
Γ–T pathway to a particular photon energy because of the moder-
ate kz-resolution in the case of GaGeTe. In this case, on one hand,
the higher intensity of the strongly dispersing holelike band at the
higher binding energies (approximately 0.75 eV) would imply this
cut corresponds to the vicinity of the Γ-point; on the other hand,
the strongest spectral weight at the Fermi level means one is close
to the T-point. In any case, now it is clearly seen that the calcula-
tions with the experimental lattice parameters do not reproduce the
photoemission experiment in full detail. The most striking observa-
tion is that the electronlike dispersion corresponding to the bottom
of the conduction band is clearly seen below the Fermi level. We
note that this is not a signature of the n-doping since Figs. 1–3
demonstrate that also the valence band crosses the chemical poten-
tial. Taking into account the overall agreement with the calculations

on a larger energy scale, we conclude that the deviations preserv-
ing a Luttinger count occur. Instead of a semiconductor with a tiny
direct gap, experiment shows that GaGeTe is a semimetal with the
small bulk-originated Fermi surfaces of both types, a holelike FS,
with the shape of a torus due to the crossings of the strongly dis-
persing holelike band, and an electronlike FS, with the shape of an
ellipsoid or even a sphere, supported by the electronlike conduction
band with its minimum below the Fermi level near the T-point [see
Fig. 4(a)]. Our calculations demonstrate that the band dispersion
in the vicinity of the Fermi energy are extremely sensitive to even
minuscule changes in the unit cell parameters and geometry opti-
mization [see Fig. 4, panels (b) and (c)]. For instance, the described
experimental picture can be qualitatively confirmed computationally
with a slightly extended unit cell parameter a, namely, from 4.08 Å
to 4.13 Å. To keep the cell volume constant, the lattice parameter
c has been contracted from 34.54 Å to 33.90 Å. In both cases, the
material is topological and qualitatively similar surface states should
be present, as seen in panels (c) and (d). We identify those as straight
linear dispersion accompanying the conduction band states down to
approximately 0.6 eV in the experimental spectra shown in panel
(e). Second derivative [panel (f)] helps to distinguish them from the
bulk projections of the valence and conduction bands. Therefore,
the experimental gap, observed by us, is simultaneously indirect and
inverted and this can be accounted by the calculations with slightly
strained lattice.

Although the situation in GaGeTe is qualitatively similar to the
simplest 3D topological insulator Bi2Se3, there are important dif-
ferences. First is that GaGeTe does not have a direct gap and is a
semimetal in contrast to Bi2Se3,17 i.e., the valence and conduction
bands overlap in energy and both cross the Fermi level resulting in
small Fermi surfaces. Second, the sizes of an energy gap at a partic-
ular k-point and of a momentum gap at particular energy are much
smaller: less than 200 meV and less than 0.1 Å−1, respectively, which
is in agreement with the calculations shown in Fig. 4. The surface
states themselves are less robust than in Bi2Se3. This is related to the
quality of the surface after the cleavage of the sample in ultrahigh
vacuum. Despite the layered structure of GaGeTe, it is very diffi-
cult to obtain a relatively big shiny portion of the atomically clean
surface. In such cases, the surface states are known to be elusive
and require repeating experiments to be detected. One of such suc-
cessful attempts is documented in Fig. 4. The surface states support
another small Fermi surface, which we schematically depict in panel
(a) as a cylinder together with the bulk originated 3D Fermi sur-
faces. Our calculations show that these topological surface states are
spin-polarized.

The bulk GaGeTe thus emerges as a basic Z2 topological
semimetal. There is only one Dirac cone formed by the topological
surface states per Brillouin zone. Unlike the similar electronic struc-
ture of Sb-Bi-Sb heterostructures,18,19 the number of bulk charge
carriers of the opposite types is the same in GaGeTe. As previous
studies10,11,13 and this study have demonstrated, the electronic struc-
ture of GaGeTe is very sensitive to a number of parameters and
therefore is very attractive for nanodevice fabrication. It can be tuned
by strain, exfoliation, doping, and gating. GaGeTe is stable on air and
not moisture-sensitive. At the same time, the monolayer of GaGeTe
seems to be dynamically and thermodynamically stable at very high
temperatures.11 Having such a peculiar Fermi surface [Fig. 4(a)]
with two 3D sheets and one 2D sheet, the hypothetical shift of the
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FIG. 4. (a) Schematic of the Fermi surface with an electron pocket (red), hole pockets (blue), and surface states (green). [(b) and (c)] Spin-resolved surface spectral function
calculated within ab initio based tight binding model with the experimentally determined unit cell parameters (b) and with the unit cell parameter a expanded by 1% (c). Spin-
polarization is color-coded (red and blue). Spectrum (b) shows the initially expected direct bandgap, whereas spectrum [(c) and (d)] highlight an indirect bandgap actually
found by photoemission experiments. (e) 19 eV energy momentum cut taken at the T-point. (f) 2nd derivative of (e), highlighting the edges in panel (d). (g) same as (f), but
with the dispersions identified as surface states marked in red and blue.

Fermi level can switch the system from having purely bulk n-type
charge carriers to having purely p-type ones. In between these two
extremes, the presence of the nondegenerate topological surface
states with the spin-texture can be exploited.

Besides GaGeTe, there are a few other materials that may be
nominally categorized as a Z2 topological semimetal. The natural
superlattice phase Bi4Se3, the low temperature form of Au2Pb,20

the rare earth monopnictides LaSb21 and LaBi,22–25 and elemental
Sb show a momentum gap, semimetallic electronic spectra and a
topological band inversion in the 3D BZ based on band structure
calculations. Only Bi4Se3,26 LaBi,27 and elemental Sb28 have been
experimentally confirmed to host topological surface states. In the
case of LaSb, the prediction of a Z2 topological phase or trivial phase
depends on the applied DFT functional.21 Although experimental
verification via ARPES was probed several times,27,29 it is unclear
whether the observed Dirac like surface state of this material makes
it a topological nontrivial material or not, since it is not possible to
state if the number of band inversions is odd or even.27 Heterostruc-
tures of both LaSb and LaBi are further predicted to be topologically
nontrivial.21 A HgTe/HgCdTe quantum well30 can be regarded as a
2D analog of GaGeTe.

Characterizing the electronic structure, even via a combination
of ARPES and band structure calculations, can be a real issue as rep-
resented by the case of ZrTe5. It was heavily discussed what kind of
nontrivial topology can be deduced from the electronic spectrum,
since the electronic band structure of this material is extremely sen-
sitive to strain and undergoes a phase transition from a strong to a
weak topological insulator via a Dirac semimetal state.31–34

The ARPES measurements of GaGeTe presented here clar-
ify the contradicting theoretical predictions previously reported
in Ref. 10. GaGeTe as a Z2 topological semimetal may have a

fundamental importance for the physics of topological matter as
peculiar transport characteristics in the proximity of a topological
transition greatly boost the application potential in fields of elec-
tronics or energy harvesting. Its 2D nature allows for exfoliation
and makes it very attractive for thin film growth and device fab-
rication. With ARPES, the band structure was measured and the
evolution of the topmost bands was tracked along the kz direction.
Together with the exclusion of a large band gap using potassium
doping, the PBE functional was identified to be more accurate than
the HSE hybrid functional. These results indicate the topological
nature of this compound, supported by topological features revealed
with ARPES. The example of GaGeTe demonstrates the complexity
of precise predictions based on band structure calculations and the
need of experimental confirmation.

See the supplementary material for details about the experi-
mental methods used as well as calculation details.
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